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This collection of  designs and patterns is achieved by mixing antique reclaimed terracotta tiles in yellow and red shades, limestone, 
hand painted tiles and mosaics. Materials are reclaimed and hand-made, for this reason colors, texture and size may vary depending on 
availabilities.  Custom patterns and special composition are available upon request. 

PINWHEEL                     MULINO                          ESAGONA                      BASKET WEAVE            CASSETTONE HARLEQUIN DMND

HARLEQUIN SQ           RHOMBUS                       MAIOLICA                       SPINATO FALIERI                     CAPOdiMONTE
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CESTO in Antique Red Terracotta tiles 4”3/4 x 4”3/4 and Antique 
Beige Limestone rectangular liners 2”1/2 x 12”long. Available also in 
Yellow Terracotta.

CESTO REVERSE in Antique Limestone tiles 4”3/4 x 4”3/4 and 
Terracotta (Yellow and Red casual mix) liners.

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.

http://www.tridentuminc.com/
mailto:info@tridentuminc.com


Antique terracotta tiles ‘HEXAGONE’ in Yellow and/or Red Terracotta.

Hexagon shaped tiles measured at 3”1/2 x 4” with borders at 1”3/4 x 4”1/2.  Supplied pre-mounted on sheets.
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Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.

http://www.tridentuminc.com/
mailto:info@tridentuminc.com


Antique terracotta tiles ‘DAMA CHECKER’ with black and white marble mosaic and Red Terracotta 
accent.  Also available in the Yellow terracotta.   Nominal size of  squares tiles  3”x 3”.   
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Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘ETRUSCO RUNNING BOND’ with 1/2” x1/2” Beige mosaic limestone and Red Terracotta in a running bond pattern.  
Also available in Yellow Terracotta and other color combination.  Supplied pre-mounted on sheets.
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘ETRUSCO BASKET WEAVE’

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘QUADRA’ with Yellow and Red Terracotta.  Also available in other color combinations.  

Nominal size of  squares tiles  2”x 2” , 1”x 2” rectangular borders and 1”x 1” dots. Supplied pre-mounted on sheets.

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.

Antique Red Terracotta 2”x2” and  2”x2” Verde Majus Marble dot

http://www.tridentuminc.com/
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘PINWHEEL’ in a casual mix of  Red Terracotta with Beige Limestone 
borders.  Nominal size of  square tiles  4”x 4” and 2”x2” dots.   Supplied pre-mounted on sheets.
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Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.

Antique terracotta tiles ‘MULINO’ in a casual mix of  Red Terracotta 
with a Beige Limestone dots.    Nominal size of  square tiles  2”x 2” and 
1”x1”dots.   Supplied pre-mounted on sheets.
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YELLOW SMOOTH 

Available in 2”x 2 tiles (pre-mounted on sheets) and in 4”x4” tiles

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.

ESAGONA available in YELLOW SMOOTH and RED SMOOTH antique Terracotta.

RED SMOOTH 

Available in 2”x 2 tiles (pre-mounted on sheets) and in 4”x4” tiles

http://www.tridentuminc.com/
mailto:info@tridentuminc.com
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2”x 6” tiles with 2”x2” stone dots          2”x 3” tiles with ¼” Beige stone dots     2”x 3” tiles with ¼” Black stone dots  2”x 3” yellow terracotta tile                                                               
Supplied pre-mounted on sheets            Un-sealed. Supplied on sheets                Sealed / pre-mounted on 12” sheets

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.

BASKET WEAVE available in RED SMOOTH and YELLOW SMOOTH Terracotta

http://www.tridentuminc.com/
mailto:info@tridentuminc.com
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Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.

Antique terracotta tiles ‘CASSETTONE’  in Red Terracotta.  Also available in the Yellow terracotta.  

Nominal size of  squares tiles  1”x 1” and 1”x2” pickets. Supplied pre-mounted on sheets

Antique Red Terracotta with 
Pavus Beige limestone squares

Antique Red Terracotta

http://www.tridentuminc.com/
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Antique terracotta tiles “HARLEQUIN DIAMOND and/or SQUARE” in a casual mix of  Yellow, Red Terracotta and Verde Majus Marble 
accent.    Nominal size of  diamond shaped tiles  2” x 3”1/2, square tiles 2”x 2”.  Supplied pre-mounted on sheets.
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Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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Antique terracotta tiles “RHOMBUS in Yellow Terracotta. Available also in Red terracotta and in a casual blend.    

Nominal size of  diamond shaped tiles  2”x 3”1/2 (supplied pre-mounted on sheets) and in 5”x 9”
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Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘MAIOLICA’ in Yellow and Red Terracotta with antique maiolica deco tile accents.  

Nominal size of  diamond shape tiles 2”x 3”1/2 supplied pre-mounted on sheets.   

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘SPINATO’ in Red and/or Yellow Terracotta.  Nominal size of  tiles 1”x 6”.   

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘FALIERI’ in Yellow and/or Red Terracotta.   

Nominal size of  tiles 1”1/2 x 1”1/2.   

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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Antique terracotta tiles ‘CAPOdiMONTE’ in Yellow and/or Red Terracotta with black marble accent.   

Nominal size of  tiles 2” ¼ x 2”1/4.   Supplied pre-mounted on sheets

Please note the various tones and shades within the terracotta, typical of these reclaimed tiles.
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